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dreamy puffball of sounds, sometimes unsettling, sometimes welcoming.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uiQTDsG3MCk

Plowing into the Field of Love is the latest release from Iceage. ‘On My Fingers’ sets the

tone of the collection with its jabs of resonant guitar and urgent, militaristic snare rolls. The

vocals are mournful and angry, creating an aura of doom. ‘How Many’ sets a fair gallop on its

wiry electric strings and cymbals as the vocals encompass exhalations of despair. ‘Forever’ has

jagged jangles of guitar and a rumbling omnipresent threat from the bass. ‘Against the Moon’

brings in blasts of horns as the tempo switches to an off-kilter waltz whilst spiky piano figures

are pitted against woozy strings. It’s a distinctly wonky track that dizzies as it teases the ear.

The title track brings the album to a close with emphatic acoustic strings and resonant electric

riffs. Plowing into the Field of Love is disconcerting but interesting throughout.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EagCKe2Au8E

Brighter from Jupiter Lion is a busy, bubbling album based on a heady combination of

electronica and full kit rhythms. The opening title track fizzes and buzzes behind catchy

percussion that combines with a regimented vocal line. Lead single ‘Your God Is A Human’ also

has the drums as a core driving strength and its gradual layering of elements creates a busy

electro noisescape that veers into psych pop territory. ‘Ashes’ is a mysterious exploration of

echoing mellow reeds and closer ‘Lost Cannibal’ plays with vocal samples in exciting staccato

bursts. It’s not always an easy listen, but Brighter is inventive and punchy.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6p0pJOZA0UI

That concludes my recommendations this week. I’ll be back soon with more new releases.
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